A multimode quantum analysis of noise reduction in interferometric measurements is presented. A unitary transformation relating the output modes with the input ones for a Michelson interferometer with moving mirrors is given. The evaluation of the noise spectrum shows that with a proper choice of the input states, the sensitivity of the interferometer can be pushed beyond the standard quantum limit. The results are compared with a semiclassical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The improvement of the experimental schemes for the measurement of very weak forces, in particular, for gravitational-wave detection, has stimulated a careful examination of their ultimate precision [I] . Apart from its own interest, as far as the sensitivity of the designed interferometers improves, the quantum limits on their measurability become a matter of practical interest. So in their analysis it can be supposed that other noise sources have been eliminated and limit the discussion to the pure quantum noise.
When the quantum nature of radiation is taken into account, the first source of quantum noise to be considered is the photon noise, the photon-number Auctuations of the outgoing fields. Its magnitude can be reduced by increasing the mean power.
In an interferometric measurement, for instance, by means of a Michelson interferometer, a weak force is detected as a variation in t, he relative separation of the mirrors. This phase difference is transformed into an intensity signal. Therefore, if the mirrors can move, the radiation pressure produced by the reflection of light on them must be considered, the motion of the mirrors being sensitive to the fiuctuations of the intensity in each arm of the interferometer. This disturbance increases with the mean power.
In the first derivations of the noise caused by these sources they were considered as separate effects [2] . The photon noise is evaluated assuming the mirrors at rest and the radiation pressure is calculated in terms of the internal intensities of the interferometer. Then the total noise is obtained as the sum of these separate contributions yielding an optimal sensitivity, the standard quantum limit (SQL) 
The same result may be obtained using the time t' = t + '( ] at which we observe the output field and in this way all the dependence on z is in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.6). The expansion of the exponential just gives Eq. (2.8).
These relations so far hold whether the fields are classical functions or quantum operators. To quantize the theory the frequency amplitudes become operators verifying the canonical commutation relations In the quantum case, the moving mirror can be considered as performing an input-output transformation, that can be represented by an operator V, such that Alternatively, the mirror action becomes a transformation from the input state vector~in) into the output
The operator U, performing the transformation (2.8) 
With this definition the operator n;"(t) = at"(t)a;"(t) can be interpreted as the Aux The lossless beam splitter couples the internal modes in the interferometer to the input (output) modes. The relation between the input-mode annihilation operators is (see Fig. 1 , ' dtdh'x(t -t')n;"(t)n;"(t') l, (2.21) the unitarity of the operator being preserved after this substitution [13] . In the next section we shall consider the whole interferometer with this mirror action.
III. THE MICHELSQN INTERFEROMETER WITH MOVING MIRRORS
In this section we derive the input-output transformation law for the Michelson interferometer schematized in Here UBS is the unitary transformation for the beam splitter, which can be easily obtained from Eq. (3.1) [14] ;
and L~--L2 = Lp is especially convenient.
The annihilation operators for the output fields are related to the corresponding ones for the input fields via a unitary transformation U Uo represents the free propagation &p = exp~-duu[Lin;" i(u) + Lan;"2(u)]~, (3.6) and U, is the moving-mirror action we have discussed in the preceding section, which, for identical mirrors, can be written as nor(t) =i a;"+(r)a;"(r) -a;"(r)a;"+(r) +a . (r)A(r)a . , -(r) -a . +(r)A(r)a . , +(r) +2 a. , (r)A'(r)a. , +(r) U, = exp i4hko dt dt'y t -t' n;"~t n;"~t ' -af"+(r)A'(r)a;"(r) .
(3.11) n~(t) = n()uB +(t) -nouB, (t) = Uf [n;"+(t) -n;", (t)] V. This total transformation enables one to know the output fields in terms of the input ones, and therefore the result of any measure on them.
We assume that the detectors, placed at the two output channels of the interferometer, give a response proportional to the output photon flows. This assumption is equivalent to a detection of energy flow taking the narrow-band approximation [15] [18] . In such a case we have [19] where Enyo(t) = nag(t) -(n~ (t It should be noted that there is no ordering problem with the operators because [n~(t), n~(t')] = 0.
Since we have assumed the radiation pressure to be a small efFect [see Eq. (2.7)] and the coherent intensity to be much higher that the squeezed one, we can use the expansion (3.11), retaining just the greatest term in each power of y. With all these in mind the noise spectrum is
(4.12) (n~(t)) = 2kp fz,
so the interferometer is effectively prepared at the optimum working point. The fluctuations in the output photon flows cause the corresponding uncertainties in the relative separation of the mirrors. We next calculate the spectrum of the output if there are no external forces acting on the mirrors. That is to say, the background noise spectrum from which the signal should be detected.
The incident states we have chosen allows us to consider nn(t) as a stationary variable. Therefore the spectrum of fluctuations can be obtained as the Fourier trans- 
We have not yet completely specified the detector response to the photon flow. The detector can be characterized by a response function g in such a way that the detected output is hh(B(t) = f dk'et(t -t')na(t') (4.15)
The function g contains the frequency response as well as the duration of the measure. In the frequency domain its effect will appear as a multiplicative factor as S)v~(Q) =I n(Q) I' S-(Q). 
